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1. Introduction

The efficient conversion of solar radiation into electrical power 
by a solar cell requires absorbing the photons, creating charge 
carriers, collecting them at the junction and finally doing so at 
a nonzero free energy per extracted charge carrier.[1–3] In order 
to compare the ability of a solar cell to generate a high free 
energy per charge carrier inside its absorber—as the origin of 
a high photovoltage—the solar cell is held at open circuit and 
the voltage under one-sun illumination is measured. Compar-
ison of open-circuit voltages in classical solar cell technologies 
with a fixed bandgap like crystalline Si is straightforward: the 
higher the better. However, once the bandgap changes within 
a family of materials, higher is not necessarily better anymore, 
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because the point of reference changes 
with bandgap energy.[4] In crystalline sem-
iconductors, bandgap is a well-defined  
concept as long as aspects such as struc-
ture, stoichiometry, temperature, and 
pressure are kept constant. However, also 
in crystalline materials the determination 
of bandgap from an actual device may not 
be straightforward (for instance because 
stoichiometry and bandgap change with 
depth,[5] such as in most high efficiency 
chalcopyrite solar cells). In amorphous[6] 
or molecular semiconductors, the whole 
concept of “bandgap” would not be well 
defined anymore and various different 
ways of deriving a “bandgap” from experi-

mental data coexist. In parti cular in organic solar cells, the topic 
of comparing open-circuit voltages and referencing those to 
different definitions of bandgap has therefore been the subject 
of several recent publications.[7–9]

In the case of the emerging technology of lead-halide 
perovskites, the challenge of defining a bandgap initially 
seems less severe. The absorption edge of lead-halide perov-
skites is relatively sharp[10] and there is little subgap absorp-
tion smearing out the absorption onset or the quantum 
efficiency spectrum. However, bandgaps in lead-halide 
perovskites change over a considerable range depending on 
the exact composition of the perovskite,[11] making it dif-
ficult to compare, e.g., the open-circuit voltages between 
devices without having a consistent method of referencing. 
As will be shown in the present paper, there is a multitude 
of bandgap definitions (i.e., procedures to derive a bandgap 
from experimental data) used in the perovskite community. 
These methods lead to bandgap energies that may differ 
by 80 meV for one and the same device. Often,[12–15] these 
bandgap energies are used to compare the device perfor-
mance with the limiting situation given by the Shockley–
Queisser (SQ) model.[16] This is especially critical in case 
of open-circuit voltages, which in many of the composi-
tions of lead–halide perovskites approach the radiative 
limit to within a few units of the thermal energy kT,[12,13,17] 
implying that already small uncertainties in the determi-
nation of the bandgap and in the subsequent calculation  
of the limiting open-circuit voltage may corrupt any quan-
titative difference between the actually measured value and 
the limiting one.

Here, we compare the different definitions of bandgap used 
in the literature and show how the thermodynamic limit to the 
open-circuit voltage based on the Shockley–Queisser model[16] 
varies widely depending on the definition used. Therefore, ref-
erencing the open-circuit voltage of an actual device to the SQ 
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case is subject to a large uncertainty introduced by the choice of 
the bandgap. We then compare these open-circuit voltages with 
the so-called radiative open-circuit voltage[18] that can be derived 
from the measured absorption and electroluminescence 
spectra. We find that thanks to the sharp band edge and the 
small variations in Urbach tail slope, the radiative open-circuit 
voltage can always be determined for perovskite solar cells as 
long as an external photovoltaic quantum efficiency is avail-
able for a specific device. Therefore a meta-analysis of previ-
ously published perovskite solar cells with high open-circuit 
voltages (relative to the bandgap) becomes possible where all 
devices are compared using an identical way of referencing the 
open-circuit voltages to their radiative limit. Finally, we provide 
an outlook showing how all aspects of photovoltaic device effi-
ciency, i.e., losses in absorption and charge collection, recom-
bination losses and resistive losses can all be referenced and 
compared in a self-consistent way. We find that if current high-
efficiency perovskite solar cells are compared with state-of-the-
art devices from other photovoltaic technologies, their resistive 
losses stand out as providing the highest potential for further 
improvement.

2. Thermodynamics of the Open-Circuit Voltage

The SQ model defines the maximum power-conversion  
efficiency of a solar cell consisting of a semiconducting 
absorber with a single bandgap Eg

SQ, using the basic thermo-
dynamic principle of detailed balance.[16] The SQ model is 
however an idealized approach in which the solar cell is char-
acterized by ideal extraction and absorption properties (see also 
ref. [19]). Assuming that the quantum efficiency Q E( )e

PV  equals 
the absorptance a(E), which behaves as a function of energy E 
like a step-function, the solar cell is defined only by its bandgap 
energy Eg

SQ , and its temperature T. Although this simplification 
is elegant and intuitive, no real semiconductor material could 
ever have an infinitely sharp absorption edge. Therefore, there 
is always a discrepancy between the calculated SQ efficiency, 
ηSQ, and the actual thermodynamic efficiency limit of a real-
world solar cell with realistic absorption properties.[4,20,21] In 
addition, if experimental data is compared to the SQ efficiency 
for a certain bandgap, the chosen definition of the bandgap[4] 
affects the calculated SQ efficiency and the corresponding limit 
of open-circuit voltage.

Adapting the general idea of the SQ model to real devices 
with nonstep-function-like absorptances or quantum efficien-
cies leads us to a definition of the radiative limit.[21–23] As its 
name implies, it is assumed, just as in the SQ situation, that all 
recombination processes occur radiatively. In this case, the solar 
cell is then explicitly defined only by its quantum efficiency and 
its temperature. Using these parameters in the framework of 
detailed balance enables us to derive a general expression for 
the short-circuit current density

J q Q E E Edsc e
PV

0

sun∫ φ( ) ( )=
∞

 
(1)

where q is the elementary charge and φsun(E) is the solar  
spectrum. The radiative saturation-current density is  
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derived using the optoelectronic reciprocity[24] and is calculated 
via[18]

J q Q E E Ed0
rad

e
PV

0

bb∫ φ( ) ( )=
∞

 

(2)

where

E
E

h c E kT
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(3)

is the blackbody spectrum at temperature T (of the solar cell), 
h is Planck’s constant, k Boltzmann’s constant, and c denotes 
the speed of light in vacuum. Finally, we calculate the radiative 
limit for the open-circuit voltage Voc

rad  via[24]

V
kT

q

J

J
ln 1oc

rad sc

0
rad= +





  

(4)

Note that the radiative open-circuit voltage defined by  
Equation (4) does not need any value for the bandgap energy. 
Nevertheless, Equations (1) and (2) and Equation (4) can be con-
nected to the SQ model by setting the quantum efficiency of the 
solar cell to Q E a E H E E( ) ( ) ( )e

PV
g
SQ= = −  with the Heaviside func-

tion H E E( ) 1g
SQ− =  for E Eg

SQ≥ and H E E( ) 0g
SQ− =  otherwise. 

In the following, we will use the superscript SQ for quantities  
derived within the SQ model, e.g., Voc

SQ  for the open-circuit 
voltage in the SQ limit.

According to detailed balance, the voltage loss between the 
radiative limit Voc

rad  of the open-circuit voltage and the actual 
open-circuit voltage Voc should scale with the logarithm of the 
external luminescence quantum efficiency Q e

lum  via[24,25]

V V V
kT

q
Qln 0oc

nrad
oc
rad

oc e
lum{ }∆ = − = − >

 
(5)

The external luminescence quantum efficiency, sometimes 
also denoted as external radiative efficiency[15,26] or LED quantum 
efficiency,[24,27] is an important and well-defined figure of 
merit[19] that is suitable to compare the recombination limitation 
of different solar cell technologies among each other.[4,15,20,26]

The direct measurement of the (photovoltaic) external 
quantum efficiency Q e

EQE  of the solar cell, typically performed 
using a grating monochromator setup, usually does not cover the 
entire energy range of interest for the calculation of J0

rad  since 
its dynamic range is not sufficiently large to cover the relevant 
absorption edge. Since for the calculation of the saturation-cur-
rent density, a multiplication of the quantum efficiency with the 
blackbody spectrum takes place (Equation (2)), especially the 
values of the quantum efficiency at low energies are weighted 
exponentially more and hence are decisive for the resulting value 
of J0

rad
. Therefore, a precise determination of J0

rad  requires an 
extended quantum efficiency dataset, which additionally contains 
values at low energies. This extended quantum efficiency can 
be obtained by applying the optoelectronic reciprocity theorem, 
which connects the electroluminescent emission of a solar cell 
with its photovoltaic quantum efficiency[24] and the voltage V via

E Q E E
qV

kT
exp 1EL e

PV
bbφ φ( ) ( ) ( )= 



 −






  

(6)

This relation enables the conversion of one parameter into 
the other. Thus, it is possible to use a measurement of the elec-
troluminescence (EL) spectrum φEL(E) to obtain the missing 
values for the quantum efficiency of the solar cell for the low 
energy range and to combine them with the directly meas-
ured quantum efficiency Q E( )e

EQE .[18,28] The extension of the 
photovoltaic quantum efficiency using electroluminescence 
data via Equation (6) has previously been used for perovskite 
solar cells[29,30] and other solution processable semiconduc-
tors.[31,32] However, in many cases only the bandgap or the 
bandgap derived Voc

SQ  is used.[12–14,33–35] Part of the reason for 
the absence of Voc

rad  may be that the luminescence spectrum has 
to be measured with a setup that is at least calibrated for spec-
tral shape (but not necessarily for absolute intensity).

With this analysis we obtain two loss terms for the 
actual open-circuit voltage Voc, namely, the difference 

V V E V( )oc
rad

oc
SQ

g oc
rad∆ = −  between the SQ value (for the idealized 

step-function like quantum efficiency) and the radiative value 
corresponding to the actually measured Q E( )e

EQE  as well as the 
nonradiative loss term V V Voc

nrad
oc
rad

oc∆ = − .[4] Thus, we may write 
the overall difference

V V E V V E V( ) ( )oc oc
SQ

g oc oc
rad

g oc
nrad∆ = − = ∆ + ∆  (7)

between Voc
SQ and Voc  as the sum of those two loss terms. It 

is obvious from Equation (7) that the actual value of Voc∆  
depends on the choice of the bandgap energy Eg. For instance, 
a method for the determination of Eg that leads to lower values 
compared to another method would also yield a lower estimate 
for the open-circuit voltage loss.

3. Definitions of Bandgap Used in the Literature

Publications in the research field of perovskite solar cells cur-
rently use a variety of different bandgap definitions for solar 
cell devices, which are moreover based on different approaches 
and measurement methods.[12–14,17,33–36] The bandgap, which 
is determined by one of these different methods, is often used 
to calculate the reference open-circuit voltage V E( )oc

SQ
g  which is 

then compared to the actual value Voc  in order to rate the loss 
Voc∆  (Equation (7)) with the intention of comparing different 

solar cell types in order to rank the results from a variety of 
research groups.[13,17,37]

In this section we will explain and compare different 
methods for defining the bandgap of a solar cell, commonly 
used in literature. By applying these methods to an exemplary 
dataset, we will show that, depending on the chosen method, 
the calculated value for the bandgap varies substantially. Sub-
sequently, we calculate the open-circuit voltages in the SQ 
limit for the different bandgap definitions, in order to demon-
strate that the corresponding difference propagates further and 
affects the Voc limit even more in relative terms.

The first method we are going to introduce is the Tauc 
method,[38,39] which is, in contrast to most of the other methods, 
based on the use of absorption coefficient data. The absorption 
coefficient α is a material property, which results from the char-
acteristic energy-band structure, so that for an ideal, defect-free 
semiconductor with a direct bandgap the absorption coefficient 

Adv. Energy Mater. 2020, 10, 1902573
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is related to the bang gap energy via h E h/gα ν ν∝ − ,[40] with 
the frequency ν. Based on this theoretical shape of the absorp-
tion coefficient α, mathematical transformation yields

h h E
2

gα ν ν( ) ∝ −  (8)

For the Tauc method, (αhν)2 is then plotted as a function of 
energy hν and the linear region is fitted, so that the bandgap 
results from an extrapolation of this linear fit to the x-axis[38,39] 
as shown in Figure 1a. The course of the data also illustrates 
that the actual shape of the absorption coefficient of metal-
halide perovskites, in this case of MAPI (CH3NH3PbI3), does 
not fit well with the theoretical one.[41–43] Inherent structural 
disorder of a material creates absorption tail states toward lower 
photon energies, which become apparent as an exponential tail 
in the absorption coefficient, called Urbach tail.[44,45] The slope 
of this exponential part varies with the degree of disorder and 
is characterized by the Urbach energy EUrbach.[20,45,46] Addition-
ally, to the mismatch between theoretical and measured shape 
of the absorption coefficients, the bandgap determined by the 
Tauc method represents an internal property of the photovoltaic 
material and is not an external property of the solar cell device, 
as it is assumed in the SQ limit.

However, the application of the Tauc method can be extended 
and applied to external quantum efficiency Q e

EQE  data if we 
assume that for efficient charge collection quantum efficiency 
equals absorptance and the absorptance can be described by 
a simple Lambert-Beer model. Under these assumptions, the 
Q e

EQE  and the absorption coefficient should be proportional to 
each other for low photon energies and absorption coefficients. 
The Taylor expansion of the absorptance α(E)d → 0 yields

Q a E E d E d1 expe
EQE α α( )( ) ( ) ( )∝ = − − ≈  (9)

Figure 1b shows the result of the Tauc method, being applied 
to quantum efficiency Q e

EQE. Both datasets in Figure 1a,b yield 
similar values for the bandgap. Note that the values for Eg

Tauc,EQE

and Eg
Tauc  do not necessarily agree with each other, as we will 

see later during the discussion of literature data.
Other common methods, which are applied to determine 

the bandgap of a solar cells, use different characteristic points 
of quantum efficiency Q e

EQE  and thereby indicate an external 
property of the solar cell device. An overview over these charac-
teristic points is shown in Figure 1c for the exemplary dataset. 
The energy Eg

EQE/2  at which the quantum efficiency Q e
EQE 

reaches half its maximum value or the energy Eg
EQE=0.5  at which 
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Tauc  from absorption 
coefficient data and b) the Tauc plot method, which is adapted to quantum efficiency data yields in Eg

Tauc,EQE (blue). c) Several methods which use 
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EQE  of the solar cell to determine a bandgap energy. These respective characteristic energy 
values stated in (c), are the inflection point Eg

ip  of the Qe
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resulting bandgap energy values for all presented methods revealing a huge deviation. e) In addition, we calculate the limit of the open-circuit voltage 
for respective bandgaps in the SQ limit and the radiative limit Voc

rad .
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the quantum efficiency is 50% are for instance such character-
istic points.[12] Another convention, henceforth referred to as 
the E0  method, defines the energy E0  at the x-axis intercept 
of the inflection-point tangent as bandgap.[33,34,47] A related 
approach is to use the inflection point Eg

ip  itself,[12] which has  
the advantage that a constant inflection point often leads to 
small differences in Jsc for differently sharp absorption onset 
because gains and losses are roughly compensating. The 
inflection point for fairly sharp and symmetric onsets as pre-
sent in halide perovskites is also identical to the concept of the 
photovoltaic bandgap introduced in ref. [4] and used in recent 
overviews of photovoltaic technologies (see Figure S1 in the 
Supporting Information).[15,48]

The comparison of all the different bandgap energies, which 
we obtained by analyzing absorption and quantum efficiency 
data for an exemplary dataset is summarized in Figure 1d and 
reveals how decisive the choice of the method is for the deter-
mined bandgap value. The bandgap differs in this example 
roughly 80 meV, with the E0  method leading to a rather small 
bandgap value, the use of the inflection points yields a medium 
value and characteristic points, such as the half maximum 
of the Q e

EQE , yield larger bandgap energies. Subsequently, we 
calculate the SQ limit for the different bandgap definitions. 
The corresponding limit of the open-circuit voltage is plotted 
in Figure 1e. This overview of different Voc

SQ s shows a similar 
spread as the bandgap energies, i.e., roughly 80 mV. Moreover, 
it has a huge impact, which Voc  limit is used to state the non-
radiative voltage losses and compared to the actually measured 
open-circuit voltage, in this particular case 1.26 V. Depending 
on the method, the losses are ≈40 mV in the best case (i.e., 
for the definition leading to the smallest bandgap) and up to 
115 mV for the most conservative (i.e., highest) estimate of 
bandgap. Hence, if one where to estimate Q e

lum  from the dif-
ferent voltage losses mentioned above, the variation in Q e

lum 
would range from 1% (for 115 mV) to 50% (for 40 mV). Thus, 
the different bandgap definitions lead to a spread in bandgap 
energies that is of a similar magnitude as the energy losses 
under investigation, thereby rendering comparisons between 
different solar cells meaningless. As a result, the research com-
munity should agree on one suitable, consistent method of 
referencing to enable a comprehensive, simple, fair and mean-
ingful comparison of nonradiative voltage losses and to allow 
a rating of the measured Voc values among various perovskite 
compositions.

In the following section, we make a proposal for such a stand-
ardized method to state the Voc limit and voltage losses, which 
we believe is meaningful and at the same time convenient and 
easy to apply. Our approach is an approximated version of the 
radiative limit that only requires a single measurement of the 
external quantum efficiency of the solar cell for its calculation. 
Usually, as explained in Section 1, external quantum efficiency 
Q E( )e

EQE  and EL emission data φEL(E) are both needed and com-
bined by using Equation (6) to precisely determine the radia-
tive open-circuit voltage Voc

rad . Figure 2a shows respective EQE 
and EL measurements for our exemplary MAPI solar cell, the 
converted parameters obtained by using the reciprocity relation 
and the extended quantum efficiency Q E( )e

PV , which covers the 
entire energy range of interest. Using Equation (1)–(4), gives 
the radiative limit for the open-circuit voltage of 1.324 V. From 

the course of the overall Q E( )e
PV  at the band edge, it becomes 

apparent that it is a sharp, exponential Urbach tail with a slope 
being already apparent in the measured Q E( )e

EQE data and no 
other characteristics occur. Therefore, the absorption edge will 
be dominated by the factor

E C E E( ) exp / Urbachα ( )∝ ⋅  (10)

with the Urbach energy EUrbach and C a prefactor. For metal-halide 
perovskites the room-temperature Urbach energy is usually  
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Figure 2. a) Electroluminescence spectrum E( )ELφ  (dark blue) and 
quantum efficiency Q E( )e

EQE  from (EQE (red) and Q E( )e
FTPS  from Fourier 

transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPS) (dark red)) of the exemplary 
MAPI cell from Figure 1, converted via reciprocity relation in one another 
(light blue and orange), and finally combined to an extended Q E( )e

PV , 
which is then used to calculate the radiative open-circuit voltage Voc

rad . 
From this calculation results a thermodynamic limit for the open-circuit  
voltage of 1.324 V for the respective device. Reproduced with permis-
sion.[17] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. b) Calculation of the 
radiative limit from measured quantum efficiency Q E( )e

EQE  data, to which 
a fit of the Urbach tail was attached to obtain Q E( )e

PV,fit . An Urbach energy 
of 14 meV fits best to the exponential decay and yields the same Voc  limit 
of 1.324 V. c) The radiative open-circuit voltage Voc

rad,fit as a function of 
Urbach energy EUrbach.
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around 15 meV.[10,35] Utilizing this simple behavior opens up 
the possibility of generating the missing quantum efficiency 
values at low energies through a fit of an Urbach tail. We apply 
this idea to our exemplary Q E( )e

EQE  dataset and obtain for the 
radiative open-circuit-voltage Voc

rad,fit  from the fit a value that 
is good agreement with Voc

rad. The fitted Urbach tail and the 
resulting overall Q E( )e

PV,fit  are shown in Figure 2b (detailed dis-
cussion in the Supporting Information).

Furthermore, we evaluated this approximation of the radia-
tive limit for different Urbach energies to point out that the 
accuracy of the slope of the Urbach tails has no significant influ-
ence on the determined Voc

rad,fit  value. As shown in Figure 2c, the 
Voc

rad,fit deviates by a few millivolts if EUrbach is varied by 10 meV, 
which is negligible compared to the deviation of 80 mV that 
could occur when using different bandgap definitions and not 
only one consistent method of referencing (Figure 1e). The 
quality of the fit is therefore not decisive for the determination 
of Voc

rad,fit. In summary, we conclude that the approximate deter-
mination of the radiative limit from a combination of measured 
Q E( )e

EQE  and Urbach tail fit is suitable method to determine the 
limit for the open-circuit voltage, easily done, but still precisely 
enough (MATLAB script available). Thus, as long as a measure-
ment of the external photovoltaic quantum efficiency is avail-
able for the specific device the determination of the radiative 
open-circuit voltage is possible.

4. Meta-Analysis of Literature Data

The last section has provided an overview of various methods 
used in the literature to determine the bandgap, its corre-
sponding SQ limit of the open-circuit voltage and the radiative 
limit calculated for an exemplary dataset. In this section, we 
apply all these introduced methods to external quantum effi-
ciency data and if available to absorption data of previously pub-
lished perovskite solar cells with exceptionally high open-circuit 

voltages.[12–14,17,33–36,47] In Figure 3a) the different values of 
bandgap energy are plotted and in Figure 3b we compare the 
corresponding voltage losses Voc∆ , so the difference between 
the values of the calculated Voc limits and the stated Voc .

Just as for the exemplary dataset in Figure 1, the resulting 
values for Eg  and Voc∆  are quite different and widespread 
depending on the applied method. The E0 method (red) leads 
in each case to rather small bandgap values and thus to very 
small voltages losses, so it is a very optimistic calculation, 
which always yields smaller values than the radiative limit 
(yellow star). All other methods are not so clearly arranged and 
do not always show the same trend for all considered high-
performance devices. Values for the bandgap energy such as 
Eg

EQE=0.5 can be rather different, since the layer thickness, which 
changes the transparency, and optical interference effects in 
these layer stacks, modify the shape of the quantum efficiency.

In addition to our calculated values of the bandgap ener-
gies and the voltage losses, Figure 3 also shows the values 
that are actually stated in the respective publications (used 
limit). Since various perovskite compositions and the whole 
range of different methods are used, some results are rather 
optimistic in their assessment of voltage losses (Yang et al.[33] 
or Abdi-Jalebi et al.[34]) while others are quite conservative 
(Jiang et al.[12] or Turren-Cruz et al.[14]). Comparisons of 
values between different papers is hence either misleading 
or only possible if the differences are huge, i.e., much larger 
than the bandgap range caused by the different bandgap 
definitions.

5. Figures of Merit for Perovskite Solar Cells

In the following, we therefore use for the first time an iden-
tical way of referencing to compare all devices and to enable 
an unbiased, comprehensive comparison, which reveals the 
respective device limitations. Figure 4 gives an overview of the 
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Figure 3. Comparison of solar cells from literature (o: champion devices, *: certified) with exceptionally high Vocs,[12–14,17,33–36,47] which were evaluated 
with the different methods for bandgap determination introduced in Section 3. a) The different values of the bandgap energy. b) The voltage losses, 
calculated by subtracting the reported Voc  from the SQ limit of the open-circuit voltage for the bandgap values resulting from each method. In addi-
tion, losses with regard to an approximation of the radiative open-circuit voltage (radiative limit) are stated, which were calculated by combining the 
measured quantum efficiency data from the respective publications and a fit of the Urbach tail to an extended quantum efficiency. Moreover, we quote 
for each solar cell record the voltage loss as specified in the corresponding publication (marked with an “X”). Since the perovskite composition and 
thereby the bandgap range change, these stated Voc∆  values are not comparable, because different methods were used for the analysis.
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resulting losses in Jsc and Voc for the high-performance solar 
cells studied in our meta-analysis. As a figure of merit (FoM) 
for the limitations due to nonradiative voltage losses the dif-
ference between their respective radiative limits, which were 
calculated from the extended quantum efficiencies Q E( )e

PV,fit  
and the reported open-circuit voltages, is used. Moreover, 
we have a look at the reported short-circuit current densities 
Jsc, which mainly indicates how good the respective devices 
absorb light, and consider them in relation to the one in the 
SQ limit Jsc

SQ (inflection point is used as bandgap). The perfor-
mance of the device from Jiang et al.[12] stands out, because it 
has both extremely small losses in short-circuit current den-
sity and in open-circuit voltage, and the voltage losses were 
rated too pessimistic in the actual publication. In addition, it 
is curious to note that the solar cell published by Gharibzadeh 
et al.[13] was advertised in the title of the paper because of its 
high Voc, despite the fact that if bandgap and radiative Voc are 
considered, the cell actually excels in Jsc. Only an identical way 
of referencing perovskite solar cells with varying compositions 
helps to explicitly highlight these peculiarities or limitations, 
which otherwise remain unnoticed. In addition, comparison 
of losses as done in Figure 4 is important because it allows 
us to better identify which aspects to target for further effi-
ciency improvements. For instance, work on surface passiva-
tion would be highly valuable if open-circuit voltage losses 
are substantial but would be less relevant if the losses appear 
mainly in Jsc.

The use of a consistent definition of bandgap (via the inflec-
tion point method) also allows us to make a historical analysis 
of efficiencies, normalized efficiencies and bandgaps as shown 
in Figure 5 for the material class of lead-halide perovskites. 
While not all efficiency records over the years were published 
in a scientific journal, it is at least possible to trace the key 

developments during the years based on published data that 
we can analyze in the same way as discussed above. Figure 5a 
shows the development in efficiency starting with 15% MAPbI3 
solar cells in 2013 and ending with current >23% efficiency 
devices based on FA0.92MA0.08PbI3. As shown in Figure 5b, 
part of the development toward higher efficiencies was driven 
by a reduction of the bandgap by adding different amounts of 
formamidinium (FA) and sometimes Cs to double or triple 
cation blends. Due to the different amounts of Br added to 
the initially purely I-based perovskites, the bandgap continu-
ously varied. Figure 5c shows the development of the efficiency 
normalized to the SQ efficiency for the given bandgap (using 
the inflection point to calculate the SQ efficiency). While good 
MAPI cells in 2013 were still below 50% of the bandgap specific 
SQ limit, values exceeded already 72% in 2016 and have risen 
only moderately since then (to ≈73%). Most of the efficiency 
gains relative to the quadruple cation perovskites presented by 
Saliba et al.[49] are mainly due to a reduction in bandgap. It is 
clear that while this is a valid path to go for increasing single 
junction efficiencies, any efforts toward tandem solar cells 
benefit from either substantially lower (1.25 eV or lower)[50] or 
slightly higher bandgaps (≈1.65–1.85 eV).[51,52]

Figure 5d shows the development of nonradiative voltage 
losses Voc

nrad∆  as a function of time for the same set of cells. The 
voltage losses decrease continuously until again about 2016, 
where the data published in ref. [49] already achieves a level of 

Voc
nrad∆  typical also for later record cells. Note that we used the 

highest efficiency cell in ref. [49] and not the highest Voc cell for 
this comparison, which implies that even lower voltage losses 
were possible with this layer stack. During recent years, among 
the highest efficiency cells, only the data in the paper by Jiang 
et al.[12] stands out in terms of extremely low Voc

nrad∆  as previ-
ously mentioned.

Recently, we have shown how to break down the losses in 
a solar cell into several factors, each of which can be consid-
ered as a figure of merit highlighting different physical loss 
mechanisms and in consequence different optimization strate-
gies.[19] The normalized efficiency used before in Figure 5c can 
be expressed as

F
V FF V

V FF V
Freal

SQ
sc

oc
real

0 oc
real

oc
SQ

0 oc
SQ FF

resη
η

( )
( )=

 

(11)

where F J J/sc sc sc
SQ= (yellow in Figure 6). Note that the maximum 

possible fill factor (FF) of a solar cell is a function of the open-
circuit voltage.[61,62] The rationale behind that effect is that the 
difference between the voltage Vmpp at the maximum power 
point and the Voc is relatively constant, which implies that the 
ratio Vmpp/Voc which controls the value of the ideal fill factor is 
not constant but a function of Voc. Hence, the fill factor losses 
in Equation (11) are split in two parts, one FF V FF V( ( )/ ( ))0 oc

real
0 oc

SQ  
(purple in Figure 6) dealing with the fill factor loss due to 
the loss in open-circuit voltage and a second one called FFF

res  
taking into account additional losses which are mainly resis-
tive in nature. Also the losses in Voc  are split up in two parts, 
namely, into losses due to the discrepancy between the actual 
shape quantum efficiency and the ideal step-function assumed 
in the SQ limit, which is described by the ratio of V V/oc

rad,fit
oc
SQ  

Adv. Energy Mater. 2020, 10, 1902573

Figure 4. Comparison of the limitations of the different record perovskite 
solar cells from literature,[12–14,17,33–36,47] all being analyzed by using one 
consistent method to determine the bandgap and the limit of the open-
circuit voltage. In this way, the losses are comparable with each other 
and an unbiased comparison is possible. The performance with regard to 
the short-circuit current density is indicated by the ratio of experimental 
Jsc  compared to the Shockley–Queisser (SQ) limit. For the nonradiative 

voltage losses we subtract the measured open-circuit voltage from the 
radiative limit Voc

rad,fit .
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(blue in Figure 6) and losses due to nonradiative recombina-
tion V V/oc

real
oc
rad,fit (green in Figure 6). Moreover, nonradiative 

losses always reduce the limit of the fill factor, because the FF is 
linked to the actual open-circuit voltage of the device.[61] Respec-
tive losses in the FF are represented by FF V FF V( )/ ( )0 oc

real
0 oc

SQ  

(purple). Additionally, resistive losses FFF
res, stated in red in 

Figure 6, reduce the fill factor. A detailed description and dis-
cussion of all FoMs is available in ref. [19].

Figure 6 compares the different loss terms in Equation (11) 
among the range of recent perovskite solar cells already dis-
cussed in Figure 3 and 4. Note that the y-axis representing the 
normalized efficiency is a logarithmic axis, implying that the 
order of the loss factors can be exchanged without changing the 
relative size of the boxes which would not be the case with a 
linear axis. A nearly identical plot for record devices from other 
photovoltaic technologies is presented in the supporting infor-
mation of ref. [19].

A lot of effort has already been invested in minimizing non-
radiative recombination explaining that in the case of high-per-
formance devices, the green bar is no longer the largest in terms 
of area. Rather, Figure 6 reveals that resistive losses, reducing 
the fill factor (red), make up the largest share for almost all 
perovskite solar cells and are the limiting factor. Thus, the com-
paratively rarely discussed resistive losses[63] stand out as pro-
viding the highest potential for further improvement and are 
notably substantially higher than in more mature technologies 
such as GaAs, Si or Cu(In,Ga)Se2.[19]

6. Conclusions

The key statement of the paper is that considering the 
different definitions of bandgaps in lead-halide perov-
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skites is important for fair comparisons of remarkably high 
performance and in particular for high open-circuit voltages. 
This is due to the fact that any claim of high performance is 
implicitly or explicitly made relative to some reference that 
serves to define one’s expectations. This reference has in the 
past mostly been the so-called Shockley–Queisser limit for a 
specific bandgap that was determined in different ways from 
paper to paper. Here we suggest a slightly different proce-
dure: For referencing high open-circuit voltages, the bandgap 
is not necessary and can easily be replaced by the more pre-
cise determination of the so-called radiative limit of Voc, which 
can be calculated using the external quantum efficiency of the 
solar cell. For typical dynamic ranges used for quantum effi-
ciency measurements small parts of the quantum efficiency 
data have to be extrapolated which is however easily done by 
assuming an exponential band tail. This assumption works 
well for lead-halide perovskites, because a room-temperature 
Urbach tail of 13–15 meV is usually found in this material 
class.[44] Accompanying this paper, the reader finds a MATLAB 
script that allows calculating the radiative Voc based on exper-
imental quantum efficiency data used as input. If efficiency 
and other device parameters have to be referenced to their 
Shockley–Queisser limit, the calculation of the latter forces 
us to determine a bandgap. For this purpose, we propose to 
use the inflection point of the external quantum efficiency. 
The Shockley–Queisser model is based on the idea of looking 
at the external properties of a solar cell and is agnostic to the 
actual material properties. In this logic, we therefore suggest 
to use a method to determine the bandgap that is based on 
externally observable properties such as the external quantum 
efficiency and that does not require specific assumptions on 
the properties of the absorber material. The inflection point 
fulfills these requirements and thereby facilitates compari-
sons between different material classes (e.g., crystalline and 
amorphous silicon, organic solar cells).[4] Finally, the inflection 
point method reduces the risk of obtaining negative voltage 
losses V Voc

SQ
oc
rad−  due to a smeared out absorption edge and 

thereby simplifies quantifications of efficiency losses as shown 
in Figure 6 (for details see Figure S2 and accompanying dis-
cussion in the Supporting Information).

A consistent comparison of different perovskite solar cells 
in terms of their efficiencies, bandgaps and specific loss 
factors, suggests that while efficiencies are continuously 
improving, these improvements are for the past three years 
mostly due to reductions in bandgap and hence a more effi-
cient use of the solar spectrum. However, given that efforts 
toward multijunction solar cells become increasingly impor-
tant, the efficiency can no longer be the only figure of merit. 
Rather, normalized efficiencies for certain bandgap ranges 
needed for tandem solar cells would be a more suitable 
metric. Finally, quantitative comparisons of specific loss con-
tributions for state-of-the-art perovskite solar cells suggest 
that a common shortcoming is the still fairly low fill factor 
caused most likely by resistive losses and most likely to a cer-
tain degree by high ideality factors. Fill factors in excess of 
90% are thermodynamically possible for lead-halide perov-
skite solar cells with typical bandgaps around 1.6 eV,[64] but 
typical values for the fill factor are most often in the range of 
80% or lower.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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